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Borders and trims are the thoughtful 
finishes that elevate home décor  
from art to masterpiece, expanding 
the horizons of creative expression 
with another layer of detail and  
uniqueness. Glamis is a celebration  
of these timeless accents and  
their long enduring love affair with 
luxury soft furnishings. A collection  
of borders resplendent with hand 
embroidered beadwork, the tapes  
and borders of Glamis bring a  
magnificence that is hard to match.
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Borders Waterford Hazelnut, Waterford Tan
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Above — Border Claremont Chocolate Curtain Tahlia Pearl 

Left — Borders Claremont Bronze, Claremont Platinum, Claremont Chocolate
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Above — Border Anderson Charcoal  

Right — Borders Anderson Ivory, Anderson Driftwood, Anderson Atlanta  
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Above — Borders Beaumont Grey, Beaumont Ivory
 
Above — Sheer Curtain Broadway, Border Beaumont Grey,
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Above — Border Concord Gold Cushion Chelsea Paille  

Right — Borders Concord Gold, Concord Silver, Concord Pewter
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Above — Border Paramount Grey Curtain Murray Hill Quartz 
Left — Borders Paramount Taupe, Paramount Grey, Paramount Black
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Right — Borders Balmoral Gold, Balmoral Silver
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Above — Curtain Border Anderson Charcoal Bench Border Beaumont Grey



Waterford
Like a pool of flowers, Waterford’s sequins 
and French knots stretch across a sea  
of tiny stitches. Earthy yet rich, Waterford  
is a tasteful and elegant border that  
gently stands out.

Composition: 100% Polyester

Concord
Precise rows of pyramids reflect in Concord,  
a chic design in a matte metallic finish.  
Available in silver, gold, and pewter,  
Concord’s low burnish has an irresistible 

allure and a stately, polished edge.

Composition: 100% Polyester

Paramount
Pearls glisten in a delicate net of zardozi 
— an exquisite pairing that spreads across 
Paramount, a border that adds sublimity  
and enhances the fabric it is used with.

Composition: 100% linen
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Concord Gold

Paramount Taupe

Waterford TanWaterford Hazelnut

Concord Silver

Paramount Grey

Concord Pewter

Paramount Black



Claremont Platinum Claremont Bronze Claremont Chocolate

Balmoral
Miniscule beads glimmer in impeccable  
rows on a thick cord in Balmoral, a smart  
and glamorous trim. Its delicate look belies  
a sturdy construction that allows it to  
maintain integrity as it twists and turns 
around contours.

Composition: 100% Linen

Balmoral Gold Balmoral Silver
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Claremont
Claremont’s careful stitches in thick twisted  
yarns give it a layered 3D effect. Myriad  
textures combine for a full, elaborate pattern  
that adds life and detail.

Composition: 41% Polyester, 59% Cotton
End Use: Multipurpose

Beaumont
Bold shapes, sleek geometry, strong lines  
— this quintessentially art deco border  
is striking. Beaumont’s gleaming beadwork 
against a simple, solid background  
makes a distinct statement.

Composition: 100% Polyester

Beaumont IvoryBeaumont Grey
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Anderson Atlanta Anderson Driftwood Anderson CharcoalAnderson Ivory

Anderson
Anderson is the epitome of classic  
refinement. Each element of this  
border has been carefully chosen and  
balanced to a tee, taking a simple,  
time cherished pattern to new heights. 
double layered sequins ripple out  
on a gently lustrous base, carefully  
knotted so that each one catches the  
light just a little differently. With its  
soft colour palette, Anderson emanates 
that elusive feel of gentle luxury  
and sophistication.

Composition: 38% Firbrane, 62% Viscose
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Luxury Home Textiles

VAYA Home designs, curates and produces 
textiles for drapery and upholstery in a variety 
of fibers and tactile techniques.

Leveraging decades of textile design and production 
expertise, the Jaipuria Mill in collaboration with  
international creatives, conceived the VAYA Home  
brand to weave thoughtfully constructed fabrics 
for interior decorators globally.

Combining hand crafted arts with machine exacted 
techniques unique to the mill, the VAYA collections 
aim to delight and surprise through the use of pattern, 
materials, and colors in their textiles.

Our products are sold through leading retailers as cut 
length yardage and are suitable for residential and 
commercial application.


